ABSTRACT We consider the utilization of time-modulated arrays (TMAs) as a simple and cost-effective approach to hybrid digital-analog precoding in millimeter wave (mmWave) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Instead of conventional variable phase shifters (VPSs), our proposed TMA hybrid precoders use radio frequency (RF) switches followed by 1-bit VPSs in the analog part. We study the insertion losses at mmWave of a TMA analog precoding network in terms of sideband radiation and hardware efficiency. In addition, we present different algorithms for the design of both the baseband and RF parts of a TMA hybrid precoder. The proposed methods exhibit different tradeoffs between performance, complexity, and power efficiency. Finally, TMA precoders are compared to those implemented with conventional VPSs in terms of insertion losses, chip area, and cost, concluding that precoding with TMAs is a competitive solution for mmWave MIMO systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter Wave Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems typically use large-scale antenna arrays to achieve high antenna gains to compensate the significant propagation losses at these bands. In such systems, precoding is a fundamental operation responsible for obtaining the radiated signals from the multiple input data streams. Precoding in millimeter wave (mmWave) MIMO is a difficult task, unavoidably constrained by the trade-off between performance, mobility and sustainability [1] .
Fully digital precoding offers an unbeatable performance but at the expense of an extremely high complexity, cost, and power consumption, as a result of requiring a complete Radio Frequency (RF) chain per antenna. Digital precoding is usually implemented at baseband. Alternatively, it is possible to perform precoding at RF with a circuit network usually implemented with Variable Phase Shifters (VPSs) and adders. RF precoders are inherently fully analog and hence are also referred to as Analog Precoding Networks (APNs). APNs have the clear advantage of being feasible with a single RF chain per input data stream [2] . On the contrary, the performance of APNs is usually improvable because they limit to control the phase of the connections between the antenna array elements and the RF chains.
Hybrid digital-analog precoding is an alternative solution that combines in a single scheme the flexibility of digital baseband precoding and the hardware simplicity of RF analog precoding. Hybrid precoding schemes use a limited number of RF chains and distribute the MIMO processing between the analog and digital domains. Due to its numerous advantages in mmWave MIMO systems, hybrid precoding has been the subject of intense research activities over the past years (see [1] - [6] and references therein).
Most hybrid precoding schemes so far proposed use VPSs in the analog domain [1] . VPSs, however, are subject to severe flexibility constraints like phase quantization or insertion losses [3] . Moreover, insertion losses increase linearly with the carrier frequency and hence can be very large in mmWave [7] . Furthermore, higher losses in these devices will require higher gains at low-noise and power amplifiers resulting, at the end, not only in higher power consumption but also in larger chip areas [3] , [8] . Notice also that the number of devices employed in the implementation of APNs in mmWave systems is large, and the cost of such devices increases with the carrier frequency. To overcome these limitations, two-state switches can be used to select a subset of active antennas and hence alleviate insertion losses and quantization errors. Nevertheless, the performance of this approach is poor compared to that obtained with conventional VPSs [3] .
In this work, we focus on the utilization of TimeModulated Arrays (TMAs) for mmWave hybrid digitalanalog MIMO precoding. Rather than conventional VPSs, TMAs use periodically controlled RF switches in the analog domain. The ability of TMAs to perform beamforming has already been analyzed in [9] . A remarkable feature of TMA switches, which highlights its suitability for mmWave systems, is that their performance and insertion losses are independent of the carrier frequency. To provide further flexibility, our proposed TMA hybrid precoder includes two-state or 1-bit VPSs also in the analog domain. The resulting scheme costs are much lower than available VPSs for mmWave.
TMA precoding is modeled as a time varying matrix whose entries change according to the periodic pulses of the RF switches. This causes Sideband Radiation (SR), i.e., the radiation of replicas of the transmitted signal at the TMA harmonic frequencies. Along this work, SR will be considered a harmful effect to be minimized [9] - [11] . SR losses will be characterized by the TMA power efficiency defined as the ratio between the power radiated at the carrier frequency and the total radiated power [9] , [10] , [12] .
In addition, this work also presents a detailed analysis of the hardware efficiency, i.e., the insertion losses corresponding to the particular hardware elements involved in the TMA APN implementation [13] , [14] . Furthermore, a comparative study -in terms of power efficiency, chip area and costbetween the hardware technologies of APNs with conventional VPSs and those based on TMAs is also considered.
Similarly to [2] and [15] - [17] , the achievable rate will be the reference metric to design TMA hybrid precoders. The maximization of this metric, subject to the total power constraint including the SR, leads to an involved optimization problem because the precoder response at the TMA harmonic replicas is determined by the analog precoding matrix at the fundamental frequency. To overcome this limitation, we first formulate the optimization problem subject to the regular power and hardware constraints, i.e., we only consider the transmission over the fundamental frequency and ignore the SR. In a second step, we investigate techniques to increase the power efficiency.
Finally, we provide numerical results to illustrate the performance of the TMA hybrid precoder designs and evaluate the power efficiency of the APN. We compare these results with others obtained with previous solutions based on VPSs to show the feasibility of TMA techniques to perform hybrid precoding in mmWave MIMO systems. We observe larger power efficiencies than those obtained with conventional VPS hybrid precoders, while similar performance with significantly higher convergence speed is achieved with the proposed algorithms for TMA hybrid precoding.
The main contributions of this work are:
• The modeling of TMA hybrid digital-analog precoders constructed with periodically governed switching devices and 1-bit VPSs.
• The characterization of the SR and power absorption losses due to TMA precoding.
• The comparison of power losses, together with other key performance indicators such as size and cost, with those of conventional RF precoders based on VPSs.
• The study of several strategies to design TMA hybrid precoders with different trade-offs among complexity, performance, and power efficiency.
• The performance analysis of TMA hybrid precoders in terms of the usual metrics, as well as the comparison with existing schemes using VPSs. The rest of this article is organized as follows. Sec. II presents TMA hybrid precoding and its corresponding system model. Sec. III characterizes the power efficiency of TMA hybrid precoders, distinguishing between hardware and TMA efficiencies. Sec. IV makes a hardware comparison between using TMAs and conventional VPSs in hybrid precoding. Sec. V focuses on the design of TMA hybrid precoders. Numerical results are shown in Sec. VI and conclusions are presented in Sec. VII.
II. TMA HYBRID PRECODING
We consider the utilization of an array of N T antennas to transmit N s streams of data, typically digital modulated signals, by means of precoding. Let s ∈ C N s and x ∈ C N T be the baseband representation of the input data streams and output radiated signals, respectively. MIMO transmitters equipped with a dedicated RF chain per antenna, allow for a fully digital baseband implementation of precoding. Linear precoding in such a case, is adequately modeled as x = P D s, where P D ∈ C N T ×N s is the baseband representation of the fully digital linear precoding matrix. As mentioned before, this MIMO transmit architecture is not practical for mmWave and for this reason we consider the alternative hybrid digital-analog architecture in Fig. 1 . Notice the APN of such architecture is constructed with TMA switches and 1-bit VPSs. We assume that the N s data streams are transmitted synchronously using the same digital linear modulation format. The complex baseband representation of the precoder input is
where q T (t) is the transmit pulse waveform, T s is the transmit symbol period, and s k ∈ C N s is the k-th symbol vector transmitted at time kT s . This signal goes across the baseband linear precoder P BB ∈ C L BS ×N s to produce the output signal input signal and produce the passband signal y(t) = u(t)e jω c t with ω c the RF carrier frequency. The RF signal y(t) next goes into the analog part of our proposed precoding scheme, as shown in Fig. 1 . Due to the utilization of TMAs, the analog precoding stage is modeled by the time-varying RF analog precoding matrix P RF (t) ∈ R N T ×L BS and produces the radiated signal
The RF analog precoding matrix has the following structure
Each matrix entry in [P RF (t)] m,n = g n,m (t)e jφ n,m , n ∈ {1, · · · , N T } and m ∈ {1, · · · , L BS }, is the product of two factors. The first one is the real-valued periodic rectangular signal g n,m (t) that models the TMA switch connecting the m-th RF chain with the n-th antenna. g n,m (t) can be interpreted as the periodic continuation, with fundamental period T 0 , of the aperiodic rectangular pulse
The exponential Fourier series representation of g n,m (t) is
with ω 0 = 2π/T 0 the TMA fundamental frequency and G q n,m the following exponential Fourier series coefficients
where
is the Fourier Transform of rect(t/τ n,m ) and ξ n,m = τ n,m /T 0 are the normalized TMA pulse durations. Notice that ξ n,m ∈ [0, 1] are positive real numbers less than one. As explained later, this places a severe limitation on the proposed analog precoder that can be relaxed by introducing the 1-bit VPSs e jφ n,m with φ n,m ∈ {0, π} (see Fig. 1 ). Thanks to these 1-bit VPSs, the terms ξ n,m e jφ n,m ∈ [−1, 1], i.e., they can be either positive or negative.
Recall that all entries in P RF (t) are periodic signals with fundamental frequency ω 0 and thus can be represented by its exponential Fourier series expansion
where P q RF are the exponential Fourier series coefficients matrices with entries P q RF n,m = G q n,m e jφ n,m . Elaborating the signal model from (2) and (7), the hybrid precoding output signal can be represented as
This means that the proposed hybrid TMA precoder inherently generates replicas of the input signals s(t) at the harmonic frequencies ω c + qω 0 . The precoding scheme of Fig. 1 has a multiple frequency response and provides a precoding matrix P q RF P BB per frequency ω c + qω 0 . This is the key differentiating feature of TMA precoding.
The signal x(t) will be next radiated through the antenna array. Let a T (θ T ) ∈ C N T be the transmit steering vector at the Angle of Departure (AoD) θ T . The total radiated signal over θ T is the sum of the radiated signals over all harmonic frequencies
Further elaborating the signal model, the m-th component in the RF chain output signal y(t) can be represented as
denoting the m-th row of P BB . Thereafter, the RF y m (t) is precoded in the TMA APN with the m-th column of P RF (t), i.e. p RF,m (t) = [P RF (t)] :, m, to obtain x m (t) = p RF,m (t)y m (t). Finally, the APN output signal is x(t) = L BS m=1 x m (t), i.e., the sum of the L BS analog precoding output signals per-RF chain. This signal model is helpful to interpret TMA analog precoding as a generalization of [10] , where authors considered TMA analog precoding at transmission with a single data stream. Indeed, the total radiated signal (9) can be rewritten as
where p q RF,m are the exponential Fourier series coefficients of p RF,m (t).
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A. MIMO CHANNEL MODEL
We will assume that another antenna array of N R elements is used at reception. The radiated signal x(t) is thus the input to a MIMO channel with matrix response H ∈ C N R ×N T . We assume block fading, i.e., the MIMO channel response remains constant during the transmission of a block of symbols. We will also assume that ω 0 ω c which allows us to consider that the MIMO channel response is frequency flat at each of the significant harmonics of the radiated signal. Finally, we will resort to the following geometric MIMO channel model
where a R (θ R ) ∈ C N R is the receive steering vector at the Angle of Arrival (AoA) θ R . This channel model results from assuming a multipath propagation with N cl spatial clusters and N p,l propagation paths for the l-th cluster, l ∈ {1, . . . , N cl }. The total number of channel paths is
, and α l,i denote the AoD, the AoA, and the channel gain for the i-th path in the l-th cluster, respectively.
Finally, we assume a Uniform Linear Array (ULA), in which case the transmit steering vector is of the form
where z n , n ∈ {1, . . . , N T }, is the position on the z-axis for the n-th array element, and k = 2π/λ represents the wavenumber for the carrier wavelength λ = 2πc/ω c , where c is the speed of light. The steering vectors at reception are defined in a similar manner, i.e.,
III. POWER EFFICIENCY OF TMA ANALOG PRECODING
In this section, we discuss the power efficiency of the APN due to the utilization of TMAs. There are two sources of power inefficiencies when handling TMAs [18] . The first one is the insertion losses associated to the particular hardware switches selected for the practical implementation of the TMAs. The power efficiency corresponding to this circumstance will be termed hardware efficiency, η HW . The second one is the inefficiency due to the utilization of only the fundamental TMA mode q = 0 for transmission and the consideration of the power radiated over the harmonics q = 0 as wasted. This power efficiency will be termed TMA efficiency, η TMA , and is inherent to the TMA operation, regardless of the hardware employed. As a result, by considering both terms of the efficiency in dBs, the overall power efficiency of the TMA APN is
In the ensuing subsections, we proceed to analyze both the hardware and TMA power efficiencies.
A. HARDWARE EFFICIENCY
The hardware efficiency, η HW , depends on the particular switching devices employed to implement the TMA APN. A key component of η HW is that related to the amount of time that the switching devices are off, fruitlessly absorbing a fraction of the available energy. We will denote this component of η HW as η OFF . In order to firstly analyze η OFF , we will take as a reference the following three solutions so far considered in the literature [18] , [19] :
• A pessimistic scenario with single-pole-single-throw (SPST) RF switches where one switch is connected to a unique antenna. This is the TMA APN illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this case, each switch will unavoidably remain in the off-state during a certain amount of time.
In order to characterize η OFF , let us consider the output at the m-th RF chain in Fig. 1 , y m (t) = p T BB,m s(t)e jω c t , whose power is
2 with q T 2 the energy of the transmit pulse waveform in (1) . Notice that p BB,m 2 can be interpreted as an excitation amplitude common to the N T switches connected to the m-th RF chain. Accordingly, the η OFF of the m-th RF chain is defined as (see [13, eq. 10 
Likewise, averaging over the L BS RF chains, we obtain the overall η OFF η OFF (dB) = 10 log 10 1
• An intermediate scenario with single-pole-multiplethrow (SPMT) switches where a given switch is connected to M antennas [13] , [18] , thus minimizing the duration of its off state. Nevertheless, the corresponding antenna excitations are restricted to have complimentary switch-on durations and, as a consequence, the precoding design has to take into account these stringent restrictions. This scenario is out of the scope of this paper.
• An optimistic scenario recently proposed in [14] which employs PIN-diodes as switching devices. The TMA implemented with PIN-diodes is referred to as a Reconfigurable Power Divider/Combiner (RPDC) which allows for maximizing 1 η OFF without losing neither flexibility nor aperture efficiency but at the expense of using some common additional elements like shunt stubs, discrete resistors, or RF chokes [20] . When utilizing a RPDC, the power absorbed during the off state is transferred to other array elements during the on state.
It is noteworthy that this technique allows to synthesize the same radiation pattern as that of a discrete SPST switched TMA. Moreover, it is demonstrated that better performance in terms of directivity and Side-Lobe Level (SLL) are achieved when compared to the SPST switched counterpart [14] . For an adequate analysis of the hardware efficiency, in addition to the efficiency accounting for the fraction of power absorbed in the off state, η OFF , it is necessary to consider the specific power inefficiencies caused by the insertion losses introduced by each individual hardware element. Hence, both the insertion loss of the specific switching elements, η switch , and that of the 1-bit VPSs, η 1-bit VPS , have to be considered when determining the analog precoder hardware efficiency:
Switching is the fundamental operation of TMAs. When applied to the RF chain outputs, it produces the radiated signal given by (9) . The observation of such signal yields to the following conclusions:
• The term q = 0 (fundamental mode) accounts for the data signal s(t) centered at the carrier frequency ω c . The spatial signature of this component is reconfigurable through the Fourier series coefficients G 0 n,m = ξ n,m (i.e., the normalized pulse time-widths), and the 1-bit VPS, φ n,m .
• The terms q = 0 (harmonic modes) represent the SR and are signal replicas located at the frequencies ω c + qω 0 . The spatial signature of these replicas is determined by G q n,m = ξ n,m sinc(π qξ n,m ) and φ n,m . Notice that, since the bandwidth of the data signal, s(t), is B, the constraint ω 0 > B is necessary to avoid overlapping between the radiated signal harmonic replicas and the fundamental mode. Although in some contexts it is possible to profitably exploit the SR, in this work we will focus on TMA analog precoding methods that effectively use the fundamental mode whereas signals radiated over the harmonic modes are useless. It is therefore apparent that, in order to increase the power efficiency of the TMA APN, we need to concentrate as much as possible the radiated power in the term q = 0 of (9) while minimizing the SR power in the terms q = 0.
We next determine the total power radiated in such a way that we separate the useful power at q = 0 from the harmonic SR at q = 0. We start considering the average power spatial density at the AoD θ T given by
where we assume transmit pulsed waveforms q T (t) with power
, s k has i.i.d. unit variance entries, and ω 0 > B makes the previous integral to be zero for q = l [10] . Defining
q allows us to rewrite (17) in a more compact way as follows
Finally, assuming the utilization of an ULA, the total mean radiated power, P rad , is
Notice that the useful radiated power is the term in (18) corresponding to q = 0 and is given by
Therefore, the TMA efficiency is η TMA (dB) = 10 log 10 P 0 P rad = 10 log 10
Observe that the TMA efficiency depends on the baseband precoders. Furthermore, the columns of P 0 RF cannot be individually designed due the coupling through P BB , thus preventing the application of currently existing precoder design methods to the proposed hybrid TMA precoder.
IV. TMA VS. VPSs
In this section, we compare mmWave analog precoders with conventional VPSs to the one proposed in Fig. 1 , based on TMA switches and 1-bit VPSs. Such a comparison is addressed in terms of four key performance indicators in 5G: insertion losses, size, electrical performance, and cost.
A. ANALOG PRECODING WITH VPSs
In order to perform a fair and realist comparison, we will focus on analog precoders equipped with digitally tuned passive VPSs. 2 There are five manufacturing technologies for the design of such devices: ferroelectrics, 3 Liquid 2 Active and/or analog VPSs are power hungry devices which, in general, are not well suited to the mobility and energy efficiency requirements in 5G. 3 The most popular ferroelectric VPSs are the Barium-Strontium-Titanate (BST) Table 1 ).
Although there are particular cases in each technology, we observe from the data in Table 1 that η PS is poor in all technologies. The best value is achieved by MEMS (−3.96 dB), followed by Barium-Strontium-Titanate (BST) 4 (−6.63 dB) and InGAAs pHEMT (−6.70 dB) with a relatively low standard deviation in the cases of MEMS and pHEMT. Although data are quite disperse for LC and CMOS, we highlight the high average insertion losses of CMOS (−10.09 dB).
When the electrical performance is examined, we must consider the maximum phase shift ( ) accomplished by the VPSs. In this sense, the FoM, defined as / (average efficiency) and measured in ( • /dB), shows the best values for MEMS (70.60 • /dB) followed by InGaAs pHEMT (56.00 • /dB) and BST (46.00 • /dB). We remark the low average FoMs of CMOS (26.64 • /dB) and LC (23.40 • /dB).
Regarding the sizes, LC requires the largest average area (36.70 mm 2 ) followed by BST (10.60 mm 2 ), both with very disperse values. However, such a high dispersion is not observed in CMOS and InGAAs pHEMT and, to a lesser extent, in MEMS. It is noteworthy to mention the very small average areas accomplished by CMOS technology (0.4 mm 2 ). Once again, we must relate the size to the electrical performance, in this case by means of the FoM/area defined as /(average area) and measured in ( • /mm 2 ). We highlight the extraordinary average FoM/area achieved by CMOS (1579.26 • /mm 2 ), while such a parameter is the pending issue of MEMS (39.10 • /mm 2 ) and more markedly of LC (20.75 • /mm 2 ).
In summary, LC technology shows significantly low FoM and FoM/area while BST is strongly affected by the dielectric losses at mmWave, which reduce the FoM when frequency increases. CMOS has excellent chip areas but, in general, high insertion losses. Contrarily, MEMS is the technology with the lowest insertion losses but occupies the largest chip areas. Likewise, pHEMT offers the best tradeoff between area and insertion losses.
Some recent works consider hybrid solutions to benefit from the small chip areas of CMOS, e.g. [21] which combines MEMS and CMOS achieving good insertion losses (−2.80 dB, although with a low FoM of 21.8 • /dB) and small chip areas (0.08 mm 2 ), or [22] which combines LC and CMOS to accomplish insertion losses of −5.35 dB (FoM of 52.00 • /dB) with a 0.38 mm 2 area.
Recent advanced CMOS technologies also provide better insertion losses, e.g. [24] (−6.36 dB at 28 GHz) or [25] (−8.70 dB at 60 GHz), while employing very small chip areas (0.23 mm 2 and 0.09 mm 2 , respectively).
Likewise, some InGAAs pHEMT commercial VPSs [26] offer reasonable areas (1.41 mm 2 ) and insertion losses (−6.00 dB at 30 GHz and −7 dB at 35 GHz) when compared to the state-of-the-art solutions. 5 Finally, notice that the average insertion losses of VPSs increase with the number of bits in all technologies. Moreover, such increment depends on frequency: insertion losses in MEMS follows −0.57-0.008f (GHz) while −1.44-0.02f (GHz) in pHEMT [7] .
B. ANALOG PRECODING WITH TMAs AND 1-BIT VPSs
Regarding the power efficiency η HW of TMA analog precoding given by (16), we remark the following issues about the terms η switch and η 1-bit VPS :
• The RF switching devices of a TMA analog precoder must be capable of faithfully working at frequencies higher than the signal bandwidth B [10] . We have con-sidered 2 GHz as a realistic upper bound for the bandwidth of a 5G signal. Due to the maturity of the technology of RF switching devices, we have directly focused our discussion on two commercial examples manufactured by leading companies (see Table 2 with the corresponding values of η switch ): (1) a discrete switch [26] with an area of 1.21 mm 2 and 0.50 dB of insertion losses, and (2) a PIN-diode [31] with 1.28 mm 2 and 0.15 dB of η switch (see Table 2 );
• The insertion losses of the 1-bit VPSs, η 1-bit VPS , depend on the particular manufacturing technology and the working frequency (see Table 3 ) In this work, we have not considered the losses introduced by the transmission lines connecting the different hardware elements in a TMA APN. In the literature, such losses are usually specified by designers and manufacturers in dB/mm, e.g., 0.35 dB/mm at 60 GHz or 0.55 dB/mm at 110 GHz [32] , [33, pp. 17-18] . Therefore, a meaningful characterization of such losses demands the knowledge of the physical layout or geometry of the specific circuit that implements the TMA APN, and this is out of the scope of the present work.
Additionally, notice that components are not ideal due to parameter tolerances, temperature drifts, and transient errors, among others. All these component errors unavoidably affect the reliability of the whole TMA APN and, ultimately, the precoder performance. The idea of performing an analysis of component errors in order to subsequently calibrate the TMA APN is relevant and necessary, because it will be possible to correct such errors, making their effects negligible. A detailed analysis of component errors is left as a future work.
V. TMA HYBRID PRECODER DESIGN
In this section, we consider the problem of determining the digital baseband precoder, P BB , and the TMA RF precoder,
Let us start by charactering the constraints imposed by the proposed hybrid TMA-based architecture. First of all, note that the precoder response at the harmonics modes P q RF , q = 0, are totally determined by the response at the fundamental mode P 0 RF . Indeed, P q RF , q = 0, can be written in terms of P 0 RF as follows
where (6) and (7), and represents the Hadamard product. Furthermore, the hardware limitations of the proposed analog precoding network in Sec. II establish the constraints
Finally, the available power budget is limited to a given value, that is, the total radiated power should be less than P TX , i.e.
As done in Sec. III-B, we split the total power between the fundamental and the harmonic modes as follows
In summary, the constrained optimization problem to be considered when designing the baseband and analog parts of a TMA hybrid precoder is
where f (P 0 RF , P BB ) is the performance metric considered in the precoder design.
Notice that (25) is a rather involved problem because the transmit power constraint incorporates the harmonic SR losses. To circumvent this issue, the power radiated over the harmonic modes will be initially ignored in order to obtain tractable problem formulations. That is, P q RF = 0, for q = 0, and the power constraint is assumed to be P 0 RF P BB 2 F ≤ P TX . The total radiated power (23) will be considered in Sec. V-C and the SR losses will be evaluated in Sec. VI.
Observe that the hardware efficiency was not considered in the problem formulation since it depends on the switching devices and can be thereby treated as insertion losses.
A. PERFECT FACTORIZATION
Consider a fully digital linear precoder P D ∈ C N T ×N s designed to maximize (minimize) a given performance metric f (P D ). A way to determine the baseband and analog precoders is to obtain an accurate approximation, in terms of a distance metric meaningful for f (·), of the reference digital precoder by means of the factorization P 0 RF P BB ≈ P D . In other words, we try to achieve a performance similar to that of the digital solution, i.e. f (P 0 RF P BB ) ≈ f (P D ).
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Recall that in TMA precoding P 0 RF ∈ R N T ×L BS with [P 0 RF ] n,m ∈ [−1, 1], ∀m, n, whereas P BB ∈ C L BS ×N s . Following a procedure similar to that in [34] , we show in the sequel that at most L BS = 2N s RF chains are necessary to achieve P 0 RF P BB = P D . First, note that it is not possible to construct a complex column vector [P D ] :,i = p i ∈ C N T as cv, with c a complex scalar and v ∈ R N T , unless all components in p i have the same phase. On the contrary, with two RF chains for each linearly independent column vector, we decompose the reference digital precoder P D as in (26) , as shown at the top of this page, where ⊗ represents the Kronecker product and
. Therefore, the number of RF chains necessary to achieve a perfect factorization is L BS = 2N s , i.e., the same as that for the architecture employing infinite resolution VPSs [34] . Despite the above, in the ensuing subsections the condition L BS = 2N s is relaxed to L BS = N s , a more realistic assumption in practical systems.
B. ALGORITHMIC SOLUTIONS FOR TMA HYBRID PRECODING
In this subsection, and similarly to [15] , [16] , and [35] , we will consider the mutual information as the performance metric for precoder design. Recall that, in order to have tractable optimization problems, SR will be ignored and precoder design limits to P 0 RF . Hence, the optimization problem (25) reduces to (27) where I(P 0 RF , P BB ) is the mutual information. For the sake of notation simplicity we will use I hereafter. The mutual information is given by
where N 0 is the received noise power per antenna. In spite of the relaxation on the power constraint, (27) is still hard to solve due to the coupling between the analog and the baseband precoders. Moreover, the number of RF chains imposes a restriction on the precoder sizes. In the sequel, three different TMA precoder design approaches will be considered. Similar techniques have already been successfully employed to design analog precoders based on VPSs. It is intriguing to evaluate the performance and the computational complexity, while analyzing the power losses incurred by the TMA, and compare them to that of designs based on VPSs. Notice that, although precoders proposed in the following might not fulfill [P 0 RF ] n,m ∈ [−1, 1], the baseband and analog precoders can be scaled such that the constraint holds. Furthermore, this scaling operation is transparent in terms of achievable rate and transmit power. In the interest of notation simplicity, we will denote P 0 RF as P RF in the remaining of the subsection.
1) Alternating Optimization (AO)
The first hybrid approach we will consider is similar to the one described in [2] , where the Frobenius norm is used to compute the distance between the digital and the hybrid precoders. In particular, we seek for P BB and P RF that solve the following optimization problem
where P D is the fully digital precoder maximizing the mutual information, and U is the set of unitary matrices. For analog precoders based on VPSs, this heuristic approach has shown excellent performance results [17] , [35] . Therein, a solution for P BB is provided for given P RF , whereas P RF is computed according to a heuristic that, in turn, depends on P BB . The updates of P RF and P BB define an iterative procedure which alternates between the computation of the baseband and the analog precoding matrices. Similarly, we define an AO algorithm for TMA hybrid precoding design. The baseband part is the solution to the orthogonal Procrustes problem [36] as in [17] and [35] , that is, P BB = V U H with P H D P RF = U SV H . However, contrarily to analog precoding using VPSs, the feasible set of analog precoders in the proposed TMA architecture is tractable. Hence, we obtain a closed-form solution for P RF , given P BB . Indeed, considering a fixed P BB , we rewrite (29) as
whose solution is readily obtained as
Due to the optimality of the updates of P RF and P BB , the below-bounded metric reduces at each iteration and convergence to a local optimum is therefore ensured. Note that, in contrast to [17] and [35] , the update of the analog precoder satisfies the power constraint with equality.
2) GRADIENT
An alternative method to calculate the precoders based on the Frobenius norm distance is a variation of the gradientprojection algorithm in [37] and [38] . The problem formulation is slightly different from (29), and reads as
The baseband precoder is first chosen to minimize P D − P RF P BB 2 F , i.e., P BB = (P T RF P RF ) −1 P T RF P D . Next, in order to fulfill the power constraint with equality, a scaling factor multiplies the baseband precoder to eventually obtain
Since P BB in (33) is defined as a function of the analog precoder P RF , it is possible to reduce the problem formulation in (32) to the minimization of the following distance metric
We propose to perform the minimization of this distance metric with a gradient algorithm of the form P RF = P RF − µ ∂d ∂P RF , where
and µ is the step size Notice that this approach jointly computes the TMA analog and baseband precoders. Moreover, for typical architectures employing VPSs, a subsequent projection to the feasible set is needed after the gradient step [37] , [38] . In contrast, this operation is not performed for TMA analog precoding, thus leading to a faster convergence to a local minimum.
3) DECOUPLED ANALOG AND BASEBAND DESIGNS
A third method is based on decoupling the design of the analog and baseband TMA precoders. Such method relies on P BB P H BB = γ I, as in [15] and [35] . This way the power constraint is fulfilled as long as P RF 2 F ≤ γ −1 P TX . Thus, the optimization problem (27) reduces to max
In order to solve (36) , let us define the channel Gramian G = γ N 0 N s H H H, which is split up as G = G + jG with G and G being symmetric and antisymmetric real matrices, respectively. We now define the matrices A and B entry-wise as [A] 
RF,i G p RF,j for i = j, and [B] i,j = jp T RF,i G p RF,j for all i, j. Therefore, the mutual information metric in (36) can be rewritten as I = log 2 det(A + B).
The optimal precoder P RF is the one that makes A + B to be a diagonal matrix and suppresses the inter-stream interference [39] , i.e., I =
. This is achieved with fully digital precoding, and can be asymptotically reached for large antenna arrays with a VPS analog precoder since the steering vectors for different AoDs become mutually orthogonal [40] . However, in our case, the entries of P RF are real-valued and it is not possible to diagonalize the matrix summation since the equality p T RF,i G p RF,j = jp T RF,i G p RF,j , for i = j, cannot be achieved.
To gain further insight and better motivate our initial precoder design of (38), we characterize in Appendix the set of all possible values for the mutual information I under the assumption considered in this section. Based on the discussion in App., a simple yet reasonable design for the analog precoder is given by
where U are the eigenvectors of G corresponding to the L BS largest eigenvalues. An immediate consequence of this choice is that the inter-stream interference corresponding to A is removed whereas the inter-stream interference in B will be mitigated with the baseband precoder. To that end, we define an effective channel H eff = HP RF (P T RF P RF ) −1/2 and we decompose the baseband precoder as P BB = (P T RF P RF ) −1/2P BB . Hence, it is possible to reformulate the optimization problem (36) as (see [15] )
The former problem formulation can be solved as in [39] . Notice that in the resulting baseband precoder, the unitary constraint relaxes to P BB P H BB = , with diagonal , and it has to be properly scaled to fulfill the power limitation.
The bottleneck of the previous approach comes from the remaining interference due to the reduced number of RF chains. Notice, however, that A → I and B → 0 when N 0 → ∞, hence showing the suitability of this strategy in the low SNR regime. This method will be denoted as 2-step SVD (2S-SVD).
We next present a different design of the analog precoder which incorporates interference mitigation. Recall that the precoders for different streams are coupled and they have to be jointly designed. Aligned with this objective, we propose 59430 VOLUME 6, 2018 to follow an iterative approach similar to that in [41] . Therein, the contribution of each precoder column is isolated, thus allowing to independently update one column at each iteration. Likewise, we define the matrix
where C m = I + γ N 0 P T RF,m H H HP RF,m and P RF,m is the result of removing the m-th column from P RF . Then, the mth column of P RF , [P RF ] :,m = p RF,m ∈ C N T , is chosen to maximize
In order to solve (41), we exploit that G m 0 [41] . As a consequence, G m = {G m } is antisymmetric, i.e., G ,T m = −G m . Thus, for any real vector x we have
meaning that x T G m x = 0. Therefore, (41) is optimally solved by taking p RF,m as the dominant eigenvector of G m = {G m }. It is important to highlight that this method converges to the precoding strategy in (38) for N 0 → ∞. Finally, the baseband precoder P BB is the solution to (39) . In general, digital performance will be reached only when the baseband precoder compensates the loss caused by the analog counterpart.
Because of the interference mitigation feature, we can alternatively rely only on the analog precoder of (41) . One drawback of this assumption is that the same transmit power is allocated to all the data streams. Although performance improves by employing the baseband precoder resulting from (39) , which also includes a smarter power allocation, this decision saves complexity in the implementation and was adopted in [42] . Moreover, this assumption makes it possible to handle the total power constraint in (25) , as discussed in the subsequent section. Also, as observed in our numerical experiments, it reduces the switches' OFF-state and TMA SR losses compared to the hybrid design that incorporates the baseband precoder resulting from (39).
C. SWITCHING EFFICIENCY AND SR POWER CONSTRAINT
TMA hybrid precoding solutions in the previous subsection ignore SR, i.e., switching efficiency is not taken into account while deriving the solutions. The obtained TMA hybrid precoders thus exhibit good behavior in terms of achievable throughput and computational cost but their performance in terms of switching efficiency remains unknown. This issue will be considered in this subsection.
Observe that the consideration of SR into the power restriction in (25) leads to a rather involved problem formulation. A more tractable constraint can be obtained if we restrict the baseband precoders as P BB P H BB = and we recall that
. Accordingly, the power constraint can be rewritten as
where Parseval's theorem was employed to get (44) from (43) . We now introduce ξ n,m = ψ m ξ n,m and γ m = γ m /ψ 2 m . Observe that the value of = diag(ψ 1 , . . . , ψ L BS ) is transparent for the achievable rate and the regular power constraint. Hence, we can reduce the SR by choosing ψ m = min n ξ −1 n,m ≥ 1. By updating the analog precoders corresponding to the fundamental mode as P 0, RF = P RF and following the steps in (44) we obtain
Since the term q = 0 is not affected, we conclude that this scaling reduces the SR and, consequently, increases the switching efficiency. A similar reasoning applies to the power absorption inherent to the hardware given by η OFF as in (15) . Moreover, the equivalent power constraint in (44) makes it possible to bound the transmit power including the SR for the proposed strategies that initially restrict the baseband precoding to P BB P H BB = γ I, that is, AO and the analog scheme of (41) .
In addition to the scaling matrix, it is possible to further improve the efficiency of the iterative algorithm presented in Sec. V-B.3 by not employing the columns of the analog precoder exhibiting large inner products. Thus, we define the baseband precoder P BB = ZP BB , where
and R is a set containing the indices corresponding to the columns for which (p 0 RF,i ) T p 0 RF,j ≥ β for any j such that j > i. In terms of efficiency, this is equivalent to set the column of the analog precoder to the all ones vector and, accordingly, to reduce the SR and the insertion losses. This strategy is particularly useful in the low SNR regime where the power is concentrated on the largest modes of the channel. Also, it can take advantage of scenarios where the number of channel paths is small, or when there is a dominant Line-ofsight (LOS) direction [43] . On the contrary, in the high SNR regime and large number of channel paths, the correlation of the columns of P RF is small to take advantage of the channel spatial gains. As a consequence, it is likely that R = ∅.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section we present the results of several numerical experiments carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed TMA hybrid precoder. The considered setup consists of a N T = 128 antennas transmitter and a N R = 16 VOLUME 6, 2018 antennas receiver. The number of streams is equal to that of the RF chains N s = L BS = 8. The transmit power is set to 55 dBm ≈ 24.8 dB [44] with an average SNR ranging from −20 dB to 10 dB, where SNR =
We assume a ULA with the antenna elements at positions z i = (i − 1)λ/2. The channel is generated according to (11) with N p,l = 2 propagation paths for each of the N cl = 6 spatial clusters. The results are averaged over 1000 channel realizations of (11). Fig. 2 shows the achievable rates for the precoding strategies presented in this work. Moreover, we include for comparison the fully digital precoder with N s = 8, and the hybrid design using the algorithm HD-LSR (hybrid design by least squares relaxation) in [17] . Notice the satisfactory performance of the iterative methods. The curve labeled Iterative NLD refers to the method where the columns presenting high correlation are removed (see Sec. V-C). The worst performance corresponds to the curve satisfying the total power constraint in (44) , marked as Analog TotPwr. Analog represents the curve with only analog precoding, as presented in Sec.
A. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
(V-B.3), where the baseband precoder fulfills P BB P H BB = γ I. Notice that even when the computational complexity is very small, the performance is equal to that obtained with the AO strategy. Finally, the steepest descent procedure and 2S-SVD method perfectly match the fully digital precoder in the midto-low SNR regime. Figure 3 shows the Normalized Mean-Square-Error (NMSE) for the strategies aiming at minimizing the distance metric P D − P 0 RF P BB 2 F . The NMSE is defined as
As observed in Figure 3 , the performance of the Gradient approach is better than that of the AO method. However, the accuracy of the approximation using the Gradient strategy degrades as the SNR increases. The main reason behind this observation is the number of data streams allocated by P D for different SNRs, which translates to a smaller number of complex-valued entries to be approximated in the low SNR regime. On the contrary, the AO procedure achieves slightly better approximations as the SNR increases.
In Fig. 4 , the number of iterations for the different precoding designs is plotted. The 2S-SVD method and the iterative algorithm are especially attractive for its fast convergence speed and low computational complexity. The gradient approach works very well for low SNRs but the number of iterations quickly increases with the SNR. Finally, the AO procedure also employs more steps as the SNR increases, but the number of iterations is smaller compared to that of the gradient method for high SNRs. Regarding the comparison with hybrid precoding approaches using VPSs, the computational complexity is similar to that of [17, and lower to that of the evaluated method [17, . However, the gradient performs the search in a convex set and a projection to the feasible set is not necessary afterwards. This way, the number of gradient steps and the computational complexity of each of them reduces in comparison to that proposed in [37] , [38] . The precoder efficiency is illustrated in figures 5 and 6. In particular, the TMA efficiency, η TMA , is represented in Fig. 5 . Analog, AO, and 2S-SVD methods present losses smaller than 3 dB for all SNR values. The losses of the Gradient method range between 3 dB and 4 dB. The hybrid iterative procedures present the poorest efficiency. We want to remark that the scaling matrix to reduce the SR (see Sec. V-C) is employed in all the approaches. Moreover, the effectiveness of removing the high correlated columns can be appreciated in this figure. As expected, it greatly increases the efficiency for low SNRs when comparing Iterative and Iterative NLD designs. On the other hand, Fig. 6 shows the efficiency related to the off-state time, η OFF , for the SPST switches in Sec III-A. Again, removing the highly correlated columns is crucial to improve the efficiency in the low SNR regime. AO and Analog TotPwr approaches present losses below 3.5 dB in all cases. Finally, the gradient approach obtains the worst result under this metric. It is clear from Fig. 6 that the efficiency decreases when the number of spatial dimensions to be exploited increases, like in the high SNR regime. Fig. 7 shows the beam pattern for a particular channel realization with N p,l = 1 and N cl = 4. The digital curve establishes a reference to be approximated by the hybrid approaches. The only analog approach is clearly limited due to the symmetry of the beam pattern. This comes from the antisymmetric property of the cosine function in the {0, π} interval, and the real entries of the analog precoder. By using hybrid precoding, it is possible to avoid this behavior up to certain extent, as observed in the Iterative and Gradient curves. In the limit case where the efficiency of the TMA is 1, the beam pattern would be that of the ULA with uniform weighting. Recall that this naive pattern focuses on the π/2 angle. This observation again exhibits the aforementioned trade-off between performance and efficiency.
In general, the performance achieved by the proposed architecture meets the one achieved with the analog precoder based on VPSs in the low and mid SNR regimes. Moreover, for these regimes, the efficiency of the TMA is larger than in the high SNR regime where all the available spatial directions are exploited to allocate the maximum number of data steams. In any case, the number of data streams to be allocated is bounded by the number of RF chains, or the number of channel paths. In typical mmWave scenarios, none of the former numbers are large. In the Non Line-of-sight (NLOS) case, low SNR values are to be expected due to blockage and large propagation losses [45] , thereby leading to a small number of allocated data streams. On the other hand, for LOS scenarios like in [43] , there is a dominant path with better SNR. As a consequence, one could obtain larger efficiencies by simply employing the best channel propagation cluster. Table 4 summarizes the numerical results presented in this subsection.
B. COMPARATIVE EXAMPLE
With the aim of comparing conventional APNs based on VPSs with the herein proposed with TMAs, we have VOLUME 6, 2018 considered four different scenarios. We have selected two different frequency bands and some of the technologies described in Section IV for each of the analog precoders (see Table 5 ). More specifically:
• Scenario I considers the W-band (60 GHz) and compares an APN with a recently published 4-bit CMOS VPSs to a TMA APN equipped with RF (up to 2.7 GHz) switches and 1-bit MEMS VPSs. Although the sizes of CMOS VPSs are unbeatable, the TMA solution, using a reasonable size, has better overall efficiency η APN (-6.25 dB vs -8.10 dB). At this frequency band, integrated VPSs are not commercially available. Hence, in terms of cost, we only have the certainty that RF switches are rather cheap.
• Scenario II(a) focuses on the Ka-band (33 GHz). In these frequencies -and exclusively for pHEMT-it is feasible to find commercial VPSs. As a matter of fact, we compare an APN with 5-bit InGaAs pHEMT VPSs to a TMA APN equipped with RF (up to 3 GHz) PINdiodes as switching devices and 1-bit InGaAs pHEMT VPSs. Although the insertion losses of the 1-bit VPSs are higher than the average in this technology at these frequencies [7] , the equivalent η APN is slightly better for the TMA case. The chip areas for the devices of the TMA analog precoder is 2.42 mm 2 while for the VPSs analog precoder is 1.21 mm 2 . Nevertheless, the great difference between the previous schemes is the cost. In this case, the price (for the same manufacturer [26] ) of a 5-bit VPS is five times that of a 1-bit one. Thus, for this scenario, the TMA precoder is clearly the better solution in terms of cost.
• Scenario II(b) differs from II (a) in that the TMA APN is equipped with a 1-bit GaAs MEMS VPS (not cataloged; hence, the cost is not available) instead of the InGaAs pHEMT one. Such a 1-bit VPS -with better insertion losses and chip area-allows for accomplishing similar sizes for both schemes while providing the TMA precoder with a significantly better equivalent η APN (−3.75 dB vs −7.00 dB).
• Scenario III, again in the W-band (65 GHz, with no integrated VPS cataloged), reflects an optimistic scenario for VPS APNs in terms of efficiency using a 3-bit MEMS VPS. In this case, the TMA solution is more competitive in terms of area while η APN in both schemes are very close (-3.74 vs -3.20 dB) although slightly worse for the TMA case. Therefore, in view of the above, we conclude that TMA APNs accomplish the best trade off between power efficiency, cost and size. The former discussion establishes the tradeoff between performance and power efficiency. Observe that, contrarily to analog precoding with VPSs, where a Power Amplifier (PA) follows each VPS, independently of the precoding strategy, the proposed architecture can be adapted to the channel conditions in order to improve either the efficiency or the performance. This is particularly interesting in scenarios where the channel conditions change rapidly like, e.g., high mobility scenarios. Recall also that some of the strategies proposed to compute the hybrid precoders present very low computational complexity, an attractive feature for this scenario. Finally, the low cost of the proposed architecture, together with the mentioned flexibility that allows to compensate the inherent losses under some particular setup conditions, makes it possible to consider MIMO transmitters using larger numbers of RF chains.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Hybrid digital-analog precoding for mmWave MIMO systems using TMAs has been considered. Given the importance of insertion losses in the design of mmWave systems, we have accurately characterized and quantified the total losses of the analog part of TMA hybrid precoders. In addition, three strategies for the design of TMA hybrid precoders have been studied. While the performance is similar to that obtained with VPS hybrid precoders, algorithm's convergence is faster. Moreover, power efficiency can be improved by adequately scaling the columns of the analog precoding matrix. We have shown, by comparing TMA and conventional VPS APNs, that the proposed scheme is a competitive solution in terms of cost, size, insertion losses, and performance. This work considers for the first time hybrid precoding using TMAs. Therefore, there is still room for improvement towards several directions like the use of other kind of TMA periodic pulses, the profitable exploitation of the TMA harmonic patterns, or the extension to multiuser and/or wideband scenarios.
APPENDIX BOUNDS FOR MUTUAL INFORMATION
Based on the eigenvalues of matrices A and B in (37), we will derive a set containing the feasible values for the mutual information. We start by defining the diagonal matrix A = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ L BS ) ∈ R L BS ×L BS + , and the antisymmetric matrixB = L BS /2 m=1 β 2m (e 2m−1 e T 2m − e 2m e T 2m−1 ) ∈ R L BS ×L BS , with e i being the canonical vector, containing the eigenvalues of A and B, respectively. The decomposition of B is that in [46] . We assume that λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ λ L BS and β 1 ≥ β 2 ≥ β L BS /2 . We now introduce the matrices A AP and B AP , which are Hermitian and complex antisymmetric, respectively, as 
which determines upper and lower bounds for the mutual information as follows
The lower bound is valid when β 2 1 < λ L BS −1 λ L BS or β 2 L BS /2 > λ 1 λ 2 are satisfied. Otherwise, | det(Ã + jB)| in (47) has to be replaced by the trivial lower bound 0.
We now highlight that, for fixedB, an increase on the elements ofÃ leads to a larger upper bound in (47) . Furthermore, when the lower bound is not trivial, we distinguish two cases:
This condition means that the analog precoders allocate the power in the subspace of B, leading to high inter-stream interference since it is not possible to diagonalize B using real unitary basis. This situation reveals analog precoders which are not well designed.
If λ L BS > β 1 holds, thenÃ + jB is positive definite and increasing the entries inÃ for fixedB increases the lower bound. An example of this situation may arise in the low SNR regime. When λ L BS < β 1 ,Ã + jB is in general indefinite and the latter reasoning does not apply. However, larger values of diagonal elements inÃ make it possible to achieve larger absolute values for the eigenvalues ofÃ + jB, according to the relationship in [48] |λ(X)| ≤ min{max where λ(X) denotes the eigenvalue of X. VOLUME 6, 2018 We conclude that a simple and intuitive strategy is to design precoding matrices P RF such that the diagonal elements ofÃ are large. The effect of this choice can be also appreciated by rewriting (46) as A = {| log 2 det(Ã) + log 2 det(I +Ã −1 C)| : U , V ∈ U}, with C = U H VBV H U . Moreover, large entries inÃ correspond to analog precoders aiming at maximizing the diagonal elements of A, whereas the effect over the offdiagonal elements in B is not taken into account [cf. (37) ].
